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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

1. Introduction

According to Oxford Advance Dictionary, the term single women means "women

who are single and not married". However, the feminist literature defines single

women who had divorced or separated from the family. Women for Human Right

single women group (WHR), "Women who are unmarried over 35 years of age and

women whose husband is dead"are called single women (WHR, 2005). However,

single women denote all the women who are widows, divorces separated and

unmarried over 35 years of age. But my study has covered only the single women of

the study area.

1.1 Conceptualization of single women

Single women can be referred to those women who abandoned by their husbands or

themselves, who are divorced with their spouses, whose husbands are dead and those

who are unmarried till the age of 35 (Upreti, 2008). For her, understanding for single

women differs from differences of nature and forms of single women. Unmarried,

divorced, separate and widow are the various forms of single women and all these

forms are defined in different ways she further says that literally, unmarried single

women are defined as those who are not married or have an unmarried status.

Divorcee single women are those who have legal ending of a marriage. Similarly,

separate single women are those who stop living together as a couple. Besides this,

widow, single women will be focused in my research. Widow is simply defined as a

woman whose husband has died and who has not married again.

Widow is a harsh and hurtful word. It is derived from the Sanskrit and it means

"empty." The term "Vidawa" or "widow" is very old and can be traced to Vedic

scriptures or even beyond to Indo-European origin. Despite the social transformations

caused by scientific advancement over the past 200 years leading to change in human

outlook, there has hardly been any change in people’s attitude towards widows
(Thapa, 2011).
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There is some progress going on in some other countries for the empowerment of

widows by the government. After the much initiations done by the South Asian

Network for Widow’s Empowerment in Development (SANWED), the widow’s
issues has been incorporated into the Colombo Declaration during the 15th SAARC

Summit 2008, which has directed to work for regional cooperation for the elimination

of all forms of discrimination and abuse against women In general and widows in

particular and guarantee their rights to live in the society in a dignified manner.

Rights based approaches to empower widows has been recently as opposed to the

welfare approach adopted by the NGOs and government for a number of years.

There is some progress going on in south Asian countries for the empowerment of

widow women by the government. South Asian Network for Widow’s Empowerment
in Development (SANWED), the widow’s issues has been incorporated in the
Colombo Declaration during 15th SAARC summit 2008 (Thapa, 2011). The summit

has declared to work for regional cooperation for the elimination of all forms of

discrimination and abuse against women in genera and widows in particular and

grantee their rights to live in the society in a dignified manner. Now right based

approaches to empower widows has begun recently as opposed to the welfare

approach adopted by the NGOs and government.

The situation of widow in Nepal is very critical, the insurgency cost over 13,000 lives

(Thapa, 2011).In Nepal, the consequences of socio-political conflicts of the last

fifteen years (those related to Maoist insurgency and various social movements) left

tens of thousands of women to become widow without their own involvement in

these events. However, the conventional belief of society takes this type of their

suffering also as a product of their sins committed in the past probably in previous

life. How far this belief matches with the hard fact of society is a question which

requires answers through empirical studies and investigations (Uprety, 2008)

Women for Human Rights (WHR, 2005) thus passed a national declaration to use the

word "Single Women" replacing the terminology "Widows" to rephrase this "state of

being single" as a natural phenomenon. The change in terminology has made many

effects, particularly, to the rights of widows. However, over the time, the definition of

single women has undergone change to include divorcees, unmarried women over 35

and other single women. In spite of the several social reforms and legal enactments,

the widows (especially youth widows other than elderly widows) continue to suffer

the physical, mental, cultural and other social discriminations and many other social
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malaises (Upreti, 2008).Hindu social structure is such that it makes majority of

women dependent on male members of the family. As a result, when a woman

becomes a widow, she becomes vulnerable.  Lack of adequate expertise does not

permit her to run any type of earning activity independently.

Normally, the status of women in Nepalese society has been subordinated to right

from the beginning. They have to undergo various kinds of discrimination,

exploitation and torture, the mental and physical in the society and within the four

wall of the family. In the family which is supposed to be the insecure for its member's

protection and development the women are not only tortured, exploited, discriminated

but they are occasionally killed or burnt.  If this is the case of normal life of women,

what can we expect of such women who have lost their husbands in a male dominated

society?

The socialization of girls and women in a male dominated society had such a great

impact on women. They consciously or unconsciously enforce the patriarchal system.

Therefore,  women are exploited, discriminated, subordinated, subjugated, oppressed

and suppressed, politically, socially, culturally, economically and ideologically

(Katuwal, 2014).

Women in Nepal have many challenges and problems than other parts of eastern and

developed countries (Migration Resource Center, 2013). Early marriage, illiteracy,

poverty and other socio-cultural as well as economic factors have made life more

complicated, single women are dually in discrimination.

Every area of single women have potential hazards has given the importance to five

theoretical model of overcoming grief and adjustment after the loss of husband:

support systems model, attachment model, social networks model, deficit model and

violence model. According to (WHR), there has been dramatic increasing in the

number of widows in south Asian, Africa and the Middle East over the last decade.

This unprecedented rise in numbers has been affected by the proliferation of armed

conflict and the persistence in some regions of harmful traditional   practice. It is

estimated that half of   women may be widows (WHR, 2005).
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1.2 Statement of the Problem

The issue of single women is a great challenge and problem of Nepal. Firstly women

are taken as second citizen which shows women inferior position and secondly, those

who are single women; their social status is critical because the patriarchal social

system with Hindu dominant religious culture thus this study will be focused on

single women’s social status as well as economic.

As a human being man has right to live and survive freely. Socio–cultural aspect of

Nepal, before and after marriage women are under control of parents and husbands

respectively. Women have no opportunity to show their hidden talent and abilities.

They are always deprived from political, socio- cultural and economic activities.

Today, our world is shifting rapidly in terms of increased violence and armed

conflict. This indicates that more young women are likely to be window or single.

Many women became widow during the armed conflict between government and

terrorists. These widows not only have to lose their husband but also have feels,

helpless, support less and do the endless struggle of their entire life.  Most of the

single women are young, which look make them even more vulnerable. Their

children are affected from fundamental rights of hygienic food and quality education.

They are deprived from the access to nutrition, health services, social verbal

physical, emotional and psychological tortures which is the gross  root  violation of

Universal Declaration of Human Rights.There are many studies on the field of

women's employment "Nepali women rising" (Subedi, 1997). "Discriminatory Law in

Nepal and their Impact on Women" (Malla, 2005) There are many problems and

challenges of single Women but no study has been conducted yet about, "The socio-

economic and demographic status of single women". Therefore, this study occupies a

special importance.  In fact, this study focuses on  social and economic status of

single women .

1.2 Objective of the Study

The overall objective of this research is to draw out the current situation of socio-

economic and demographic status of single women in Kanchanpur District at

Bhimdatta municipality ward no. 17 and 18. The specific objectives of the study are

as follows.
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1.  To examine the social status of the women in the study area.

2.  To analyze the economic status of the single women.

1.4 Significance of the study

The main goal of this research is to explore the real situation socio-economic status of

single women of Kanchanpur District at Bhimdatta municipality ward no. 17 and

18.in Nepal. Single women have been burning issue in the contemporary Nepalese

society that thousands of single women frequently suffer from different kinds of

verbal mental and physical torture relating to different reason. There have not been

any studies on this issue yet. So, there is an immediate need of research for protection

of human rights of single women and empowering them to bring in the mainstream of

development.

The present study was based on field research   that helped to find the students of

similar field to start another project. This study isusefulin sociology, anthropology,

gender studies, health and population. It is expected that this study might generate

useful information to students, project planner, policy maker, administrators,

researchers, programmers, organizers and designer, and other interested individual

and organization.

1.5 Organization of the Study

This study contains five chapters. It starts with an Introduction under which the study

outlines the general background, statement of the problems, objectives of the study,

significance of the study. The second chapter deals with the literature and conceptual

framework. Likewise, research methodology has given in chapter third which

includes research design, research area, tools and techniques of the data collection,

and interpretation and analysis of the data. Similarly, chapter four deals with social

and demographic characteristics of the respondents. Summary and conclusion are

drawn in chapter five. This research work also consists of references and appendices

at the end of the chapters.
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CHAPTER TWO

LITERATURE REVIEW

This section will describe literature review on the single women who are in pathetic

condition, they seem to be a respective citizen and have given more facilities from the

state to them and their dependence children.

2.1 Review of the related literature

Gender as a social category is socially constructed. Every society is run in the basis of

social norms and values. They fulfilled their needs from social institutions. Every

society, there are different customs, law, system, norms and values which control and

regulate human behavior. Society determines the role and position that what the role

of son and daughter. (Acharya, 2067). As a practice in Nepal, marriage is regarded in

the form of a spiritual and social obligation and commitment between both men and

women relation. It is also a common understanding of people in our society that

neither men nor women can have a happy and successful life in this world and also in

heaven if they have not entered into marital life. Our social values have provided an

orientation that women have to feel privileged to be with husbands in the family, and

be content with happiness gained through this relation by their spouse. The theories of

family and marriage institution have established an ideology that a woman is the

equal partner of the male for the maintenance of the family and other dealings.

However, what is in practice is that she holds an inferior status within these social

units.

Institution regulates position, role, and status of people. In every society and culture,

there is no similar role, status and position between male and female, in the family

during childhood, girls are socialized to be sweet and soft spoken andsubmissive

while boys are socializes to be aggressive, bold and dominant. Thus it creates

different role and status of male and female which brings differentiation in the

society. Society is stratified in many sectors, like caste, ethnic group, class, age,

gender, economic Situation, political power exercise, Ideological Sector etc. Out of

them Gender is one important factors of stratification. Gender is determined by social

and cultural system or it is constructed by society. Death is inevitable. But, the
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bereavement due to loss of husband creates a severe problem in the role adjustment

for a woman. The oppressive social structures founded on patriarchal construction

make widowhood personally problematic for individual widows (Thapa, 2011;

Upereti, 2008)

2.1.1 The worldwide context of single women

Margaret Owen (2005), in her report 'Widows for Peace and Democracy highlighted

that, "The rise of widowhood among young women is quite unprecedented ,Conflict

,violence, and natural disasters have led to the death or disappearances of thousands

of men in so many regions of the world in Asia, Latin America, Middle East, and

Eastern Europe. Yet in spite of the huge numbers of single women(widows) and

children depend on them, it is estimated that Afghanistan, Iraq, Sudan, Africa, over

45% of the adult female population either widows or wives of the missing husband."

In the Russian society, Asha (2005) Meena suggests that the single women where

divorces or widows they are considered as lucky to be single.  There were an

increasing number of single women in Russian day by day.

All the single women in Russia, they live as a respected citizen without any problems

and interference in their lives from anybody. They enjoy legal provision in favor of

them. They are legally and socially allow and free to remarry, if they wish to.

Remarriage is viewed as a normal practice by Russian society. The state supports

single women with dependents through mother child special fund in the following

ways:

In Russia the widows can easily transfer all fixed and liquid asset their husbands to

whoever she chooses or in their own names. Furthermore, her state also supports

widows in rearing their children and for their education. She is free to remarry

without any hindrance. Such marriages are taken in a positive way; society

understands and places no blame on single women for her husband's death. They are

consider that every individual have right to live their lives in a dignity. One has to

understand that everybody faces problems and difficulties in his /her life and try to

help in any circumstances. Instead of living in past and think of their problems, it is

better to think of their problems .It is better to think of their future and of their

problems go ahead the attitude of Russian society.
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2.1.2 Single women in south Asia

MukesAhujal (1996), author of the book "widows": Role adjustment and violence"

analyses within a social perspective the location of new support systems, adopting

new attachments, and entering new social networks by widows. After examining the

miserable and pitiable  situation lot of widows in terms of male domination, inter-

personal power structure, and learned helplessness, is presented explaining widows'

exploitation in terms of environment in and outside the family, personality traits of

victims and victimize and the resultant stresses.

Stress is "Wear and Tear" our bodies experience as we adjust our continually chanting

environment; it has physical and emotional effects on us and can create positive or

negative feelings. As a positive influence, stress can help to compel us to action; it

can result in a new awareness and an exciting new perspective. As a negative

influence it can result in feelings of distrust, reject stomach, rashes information

uncase, blood pressure, heart disease, and stroke along duration of stressful situation

can lead to health problems such as  headaches, upset stomachache ,  insomnia, ulcer,

migraine etc,  and mentally, psychological disorder such as ulcer, migraine etc. and

some neurotic symptoms such as hysterical deafness and blindness, anxiety etc. are

viewed as a result of mind and body's failure to cope with stress. With the death of

loved one, they experience a stressful situation  that can imbalance the individuals

physical, mental, psychological disorder (Acharya, 2063).

Mudgal (2005) suggests that in some parts of India the sin door is wiped away with

the toe of dead husband's foot. The mother of the widow's thus heaping misery on

both the concerned women often presents the white sari. The final ceremony of

shaving the head was   done in the presence of relation and cast members. The life of

widows in itself expressions of violence against women. Deprived of property right,

excluded from productive work, debarred from any chance of remarriage,

malnourished, devoid of any security by their own right shut out from all luxury, they

were condemned to a sort of living death. For a widow the maxim is 'once a widow,

always a widow.

2.1.3 Single women status in Nepal

Single women in Nepalese culture are discriminate and deprived of living normal

socio-cultural life, they are the unwanted insiders, who is perceived to be insiders,

and  inauspicious a burden and sexually dangerous. Her access to family resources,
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both physically and emotionally is all too after cut off at the time of her husband's

death widowhood has its own specialized ceremony  and the red and bright color is

banned for them especially for the Hindus. Single women are vulnerable to violence

at the hands of family.Malla (2005), highlighted that customary practice also

associated with widowhood further emphasize their marginalization. It is but natural

that is such atmosphere single women are neither properly educated not properly

informed of their rights and legal procedures.

2.1.4 Social status of single women in Nepal

According to Ranjan (1989), 'The status of widowhood in Hindu society is considered

as the worst and the most dreadful period in a high caste women's life. Among the

lower caste, at least the stigma of widowhood is riming them. A widow in Hindu

society has to undergo various kinds of socio-religions, cultural oppression as well as

economic hardships'.

The life style of Hindu widows which came out from the study, shows too much

women are exploited and tortured just being a widow. The state of widowhood, which

has been imposed upon them, is not due to their own fault, but it is just a natural

phenomenon. Birth can be checked, but death can't be. Any of the life partners can

die any time, but it is the women, who have to undergo through different types of

harassment: mental, physical, economical etc, just being a women, as well as a part of

patriarchal society. Because no male after his wife's death is called by bad names,

declared inauspicious, deprived of average living condition, normal sex life and

economic independence.

In patriarchal based society, widowhood has it's own moral dimension expressed

through a behavior code, diet restriction and dress code etc. Most of their  codes have

little or no religion sanction, but customary practice over time had gained the weight

of religious percepts. A widower as considered to be in luscious. There is no dress

code for widower but there is dress code for widow.

Thus, the continuous mental, physical, economic tortures, harassments, and

systematic dehumanization of widows, develop some sever mental problems for

themselves.

2.1.5. Economic status of single women in Nepal
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Chamling (2008) writes on asking about present respondent’s economic condition of
widow, 71 respondents said they were able to survive in average condition getting

access to primary food, cloth, simple education and health check-up while as 15

respondents said they were unable to survive in average conditions. Likewise 15

respondents said that they had very good conditions with regards to primary needs

and 4 respondents said of having no property at all.  According to the answer

provided by the respondents their widowhood at present was also changing in

comparison to that of the period at death. The number of respondents who had no

property had been decreased resulting in increase in the number of respondents of

having very good condition and poor.   The remarkable change was that the economic

condition of respondents at present had been found to be very well being due to their

involvement in different organizations and women groups. And another important

cause was the present condition had made them to be decisive and confident in

choosing profession for the betterment of children. She further states:

The single women have been looked down upon, trapped within a cultural and religious

framework. The death of the husband was the start of woman's problem; it was harsher if the

woman is young enough. A young single woman is often viewed as an adversary and the

family often taunts her as being responsible for her son's death. Their own parents try to

provide emotional support and prefer her to stay in her marital home rather than come back to

them. One of the biggest traumas that the single woman faces after the death of their husband

is the whole questions of support of shelter (p. 25).

My research also supports because in my study area, the social status and economic

status of widow women is lower.

Thapa (2011) writes that the types of economic problems that they (widow) had been

dealing in their everyday life were collected. 76 respondents were found to have been

facing daily economic problems while as 29 respondents said that they could not

express their problems.  Among the respondents who expressed their problems could

be classified as under: A large number of respondents i.e. 52 of them said that they

had been facing basic problems, 18 respondents said they were not trusted for money

matters. Likewise 15 respondents said that they had problems in shifting their shares.

She further writes that, responding to the question “suggestion for economic

development of widows” most widows i.e. 33 respondents said that their children
should be supported with their education right, 26 respondents said that they should

get opportunities of employment, 21 respondents said that they should be supported

with their income generation activities and 25 respondents said that they couldn’t
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express. My research also showed that the economic status of widow is very low.

Mostly widow has not sufficient property to run their family.

2.1.6 Legal status of single women in Nepal

As  soon as a women becomes single after husband's death. It is not only the loss of

the beloved one, which troubles her but multidimensional issue like economical,

psychological,  physical , social and legal torment her. The women and her children

usually the worst is conflict situations, upon widowhood, most women, who are often

illiterate and unskilled are left distribute. Thapa (2007) further writes that only few

Nepali single women enjoy social security or pension when their husbands die. Only

the families receive some monetary compensation of security. A study of Forum of

Women Law and Development (FWLD) shows "the property Rights" which has

various provision of existing laws clearly shows discrimination against women as

well as single women. Some of them are as follows.

The son by birth has a right to the ancestral property where as only an unmarried

daughter above age of 35 has the right. Once a wife takes a share of the husband's

property, the husband is entitled to perform a second marriage without divorcing her.

A widow below thirty years old, who receives food, clothing and expenses for

religious observance cannot obtain her share of her dead husband property. On

divorce, the women has to return the shear  of property obtained from her parental

property obtained from her  husband thus, a divorced women neither has inheritance

right in her parental property or from husband property.If a married woman fails to

maintain share of her husband.

The above-mentioned legal provisions clearly shows discrimination and disparities in

the relation to property right of all categories of women, whether she is widow,

married women, divorce women or an unmarried daughter. As in most of south Asian

countries, Nepal has a dominant patriarchal culture. Women face discrimination from

cradle to coffin (Thapa, 2007). The birth of a female child is not generally an

occasion to celebrate even the mother is unhappy at the birth of daughter in many

cases. Girls grow up in the gender-culture from childhood and are expected to look

after the house from a very young age. They are considered emotionally and

physically weak and are expected to be shy, timid, and fearful.

2.1.7 Overall Situation of Single Women
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Physical and mental violence.Evil sight towards single women are prevalent. And do

not use of single women in good assumption moment. Control sexuality of single

women from different aspects is   a common phenomenon. Don't identified the

problems of single women by state. Single women’s obstacles to move freely. Weak
economic and health status and negative present of media they are freed from

authority and opportunity. Decreasedself-attitude of single women and need

permission to take citizenship and passport to promote traditional custom. Their weak

access and control up on resource and mean and they are avoided from skill and

opportunity. Made dependent up on other and stay to under control and they are

accused in different blame. Single women were taken as burden/load. To get mental

effect they are on their social stigma and actual lack of statistical data of single

women.

Beechey (1979) mentioned that patriarchy has been used in feminist movement

widely which is the male supremacy but in the sense of the different feminist it is

differently used. Radical feminists talk about the deconstruction of the patriarchy

however, socialist feminists deal that not only patriarchy but we have to deal with

capitalist system which promotes patriarchy (Eisenstein, 1999, Lerner, 1986,

Kandiyoti, 1988, Millet, Kate 1969) radical feminist states that patriarchy means

organized two sets of principles are; that male shall dominate female; and that older

male shall dominate younger male. Due to patriarchy, women are facing problem and

their social status lower.

(WHR 2005) has categorized there are several domestic violence against women in

south Asia in different areas

Physical violence:is related with physical pain that the victim faced in her daily lives

with physical violence. This includes slapping, beating, arm-twisting, and stabbing,

strangling, burning, choking, kicking, threats with a weapon, murder, traditional

harmful practices likewise female genital mutilation and widowhood are common

violence.

Sexual violence: occurs due to women’s incompetency (maybe due to unwillingness

or any other reasons) in fulfilling the sexual desires of men. This includes coerced sex

through threats, intimidation or physical force, forced prostitution, or any unwanted

sexual act.
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Psychological violence: includes all intimidating and threatening behavior,

persecution, abandonment or threats of abandonment, confinement, surveillance,

verbal abuse and mental torture this also enhanced by emotional violence causing

fear, shame, public embarrassment, continued threats and taunts, isolation and

humiliation. They facedeconomic violence as denial of funds, exploitation,

controlling access to healthcare, food, basic necessities and denial of rightful income.

( WHR, 2005).

Above mentioned literature showed the condition of women in society based on

gender deference and social status of widow. Due to patriarchal social structure,

women situation is worse. In doing so, the condition of widow is mostly social

avoidance and this research will find the situation of single widow women on their

social status as well as economic status.

2.2 Conceptual Framework

Based on objectives, of the study and available literature, this study has designed  the

following conceptual framework.
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Independent Variables Intermediate Variables    Dependent Variable

In this research, the conceptual framework assumes to explain the status of

single women as influenced by social, economic and demographic factors. The status

of single women is influenced by ethnicity, religion, education, which are the social

variables. Similarly, an economic variable as occupation also plays the vital role to

determine the status of single women. Also the respondents own age , age at

marriage, age at widowhood, children ever born, and family size which determines

the demographic variables which affects the status of single women.

Social status

Over all status of
single women

(Widows)
Economic
status

Demographic
Status

Demographic
variables
-Age
-age at marriage
-age at widowhood
-children ever born
-Family size

Social Variables
-Ethnicity
- Religion
- Education
- Decision making   power
-Property ownership

Economic
Variables

-Agricultural
- Business
-employed
- job less
-pension or other
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CHAPTER- THREE

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

This is chapter presents overall research design of the study.  This research was based

on the study of single women in Kanchanpur District at Bhimdatta municipality

ward no. 17 and 18in Nepal. With respect to area coverage, this study was covered

total area of Kanchanpur District at Bhimdatta municipality ward no. 17 and 18where

the concentrations of single women  are high in order to achieve the objectives of

research, the following methodologies was adopted.

3.1 Research Area

This study was fully focused on Kanchanpur District at Bhimdatta municipality ward

no. 17 and 18. The target population were single women in area. It is situated in the

far western province of Nepal which is near to India border. Total number of single

women are unknown, however, among various caste and ethnic group of people live

in this area, mainly Brahman, Chettri, Janajati, RanaTharu, HillDalits (Kami, Damai,

and Sarki). Among them the majority caste is Brahmins, though they live in all ward.

The research was conducted in above-mentioned areaby purposive sampling method.

The study was focused on socio-economic area.

3.2 Research Design

This research was based on qualitative. Qualitative is the method of the research and

interview schedule, case studies and are the tools of data collection. Because, my

justification of research design is, feminist perception are different than male, and to

understand widow’s subjective understanding is near to my research thus qualitative

research covers my thesis. Mostly the nature of the research was qualitative and that

quantitative information was supplementary for the qualitative.

3.3 Sampling and sample size

Purposive sampling method was used. And under that purposive sampling method

was used for the selection of the  different types of  single women such as 6 ever

married, 5 divorced and 29 widow etc were consulted. The sample were collected

purposively; 40 respondents were taken from 2 wards. Respondents are the people
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who are single women. Personal information on 'Socio-economic status of single

women was collected through personal interview with single women, in selected

households of ward no. 17 and 18. The 40 single women wereselected based on

purposive sampling method, because this research is based on mostly qualitative.

Qualitative research method needs the purposive sampling method and very core of

the qualitative research is to find out the central phenomenon of the study. According

to my research nature, I have purposely selected my respondents, thus sample size

was 40. Among them 29 were widow, 5 were divorced and 6 were unmarried.

3.4Tools and technique of the data collection

Main data collection tools were in depth interview and case studies. Case studies

were carried out for the in-depth information…… Observation is for check and

crosscheck of collected data and also tool for data collection. Participation is for; to

get in-depth information, understand perception, opinion in natural setting. The

details of the tools of data collection are as follows:

3.4.1 Interview

In-depth interview is a qualitative research technique which collects information

through intensive interview with individual. Particularly in qualitative research, the

in-depth interview seeks the smaller sample because of the qualitative and long

engagement. This study was mostly qualitative. The in-depth interview were taken

with key person and respondents.

3.4.2 Case studies

Case studies in which researcher explores in-depth a program, an event, activity,

process. Researcher collects data individual and collective through case studies. To

get in depth information that is why case studies were carried out.

3.4.3  Key informant interview

Key informants were interviewed in my study, vice mayor, women activist and

teachers were key informants. One vice mayor, one women activist and one teacher

total three persons were my key informants.
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3.5 Nature and Sources of Data

The research was based on primary data. The primary data were collected through

field work. The secondary data were used complementary supplementary information

to substantiate the research. Those collected data and unit of analysis was at

individual level.

3.6 DataPresentations and Analysis

The collected data were tabulated under different headings and sub-heading. The data

collected through various instruments and sources were analyzed using descriptive

methods and very simple statistic tools e.g. percentage, average, mean etc, then data

were codified and thick analysis was made. After the finalization of data, properly

analyzed and interpreted to make solid findings.

3.7 Limitation of the study

Each study has their own limitations and short comings. The researcher has time

bound and economic constraint. Thus, this study only highlights the actual situation

of single women. Information depends upon the answers only by those respondents

(single women). The information and opinion are shared by those respondents will

represent the voice of all single women Kanchanpur District at Bhimdatta

municipality ward no. 17 and 18. The findings of the study cannot be generalize out

of the study area.
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CHAPTER FOUR

DATA ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION

This chapter deals with analysis and interpretation of obtained data. The data were

analyzed and interpreted under the following sub headings.

4.1 Demographic status of the single women.

Researcher has asked them about social discrimination if they were personally

discriminated by the agents of society the following results were outlined. Majority of

the respondents said they had felt being discriminated in the walk of life.

Discrimination against them while participating in social functions.  Single women

were felt discriminated while they were participating in public ceremonies, in

festivals, and also in differentsocio-economic opportunities. Thus, they seem to be

excluded from social reality.

Table1. Age structure of the Respondents

S.N. Age Composition No. of Respondents Percentage

1
15-20 3 7.5

3
20-25 10 25

4
25-30 10 25

5
30-45 12 30

6
46 above 5 12.5

7
Total 40 100

(Source: field survey, 2019)

Age composition is an important factor. Through this, we can be able to find which

age group respondents suffered more from vulnerable. According to survey data,

table no. 1 shows that only 7.5 percent respondents were under 20 years and 20 to 25

and 25 to 30 age group respondents are respectively 25 percent. It shows that majority
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of the respondents are 20 to 30 age group. It shows that the majority of respondents

who were single women from were above 20 years.

Similar research by Gaise (2013)writes that18 respondents suffered from domestic

violence who were single. Among them 21-30 age group respondents were more

suffered from domestic violence. Being an early aged, they could not have courage to

speak against violence and social status of single women is lower. So they were

suffered from violence. Generally, from 19 to 50 years women, who were single,

suffered from domestic violence in that survey. It can be said that according to age

group violence frequency may be different and age group should be divided for the

study. It is very common that single women and their social status is critical due to

patriarchal social norms, women are subjugated, dominated and oppressed, and the

status of single women seems critical because domestic violence against single

women shows the status of single women in society. (Bhasin, 2004)

4.2 Literacy and education

Education plays an important role in determining social and economic aspects of the

people. Education directly or indirectly effects on the multi-dimensional development

of the people, their personality and productivity. In this study, ability to read and

write and if able to read and write sources of literacy, education and if learnt from

formal schooling then grade completed was asked to single women and interviewed.

Chart 1

3

22

10

5

Literacy Rate

Illitrate Under SLC SLC Higher
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Table 2. Literacy rate of the respondents

Education No of Respondents Percent

Illiterate 3 7.5

Under SLC 22 55

SLC 10 25

Higher Education 5 12.5

Total 40 100

(Source: field survey, 2019)

Table 2 shows that majority of the respondents 55 percent were under SLC and 25

percent were  SLC.  And 12.5 percent were higher education.  And 7.5 illiterate. Still

there are illiterate due to male supremacy. It shows that level of education effects on

different types of understanding such as anatomy is destiny, we are dominated

because our fate cheated us. Most of the respondents did not know that gender is

social construction. Because education is the third eye of the human beings. Many

reports have shown that the level of education and social status are interrelated

because educated women are able to raise their voices.

Education plays vital role for all-round development, most of the Dalit women are

illiterate without education it is impossible to know where to inform and what is their

right. Our society portrays traditional Hindu dominant social norms where social

structure plays vital role for division of work. In my study area, those single women

who were illiterate and under SLC, they did not know their rights and legal provision.

Due to illiteracy, widow women were not able to revolt against superstition.

AsBhasin in 'What is Patriarchy' exposed girls do not need to be educated as they

have to be sent after marriage, the Nepalese society still practices that which is a

deprivation of human right.
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The majority of respondents were widow single women which was 29 or 72. 5

percent, similarly divorced were 5 or 12.5 percent and unmarried (ever married) were

6 or 15 percent and majority of widow was the result of insurgency and some were

from Army and some were from former insurgent’s family. Divorced also were from

the male side and among them one female were separated from her family and rest of

the women were divorced by their husband. It shows that due to social system,

women are devaluated. Similarly, each and every  segments eg insurgency, war,

famine directly impacts on women  such as during the Maoist insurgency, soldiers

form both side died, killed by each other’s and that directly impacted on women, they

were widowed. Status of single women is not easy phenomena, however, growing,

slowly they are becoming independent.

29

5

6

0

Types of single women

Divorced Unmarried ( ever married)
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4.3 Singlewomen and the violence

According to the religious books, women are respectable (Upreti, 2009). But

in real life, they are suffered by different types of domestic violence because the male

dominant social authority and superiority of male as well as the economic condition.

Male represents the breadwinner whereas woman as a household worker.

Most of the single women were familiar about domestic violence against to

them many organizations provide knowledge but according to single women domestic

violence means the physical attack was major because it was physically painful they

can tolerate other types  of violence but physical violence was very danger which was

perceived. They faced forceful sexual intercourse, economic violence, verbal and

mental torture. Main cause of domestic violence against single women was having no

access to economic access and low social status.

Table 3.Women suffering from violence

Suffering from violence No. of Respondents Percentage

Yes 35 87.5

No 5 12.5

Total 40 100

(Source: field survey 2019)

Through the research, out of the total 35 respondents, 87.5 percent were

suffered from domestic violence. It shows that single women were suffered from

domestic violence and they have knowledge of domestic violence. Only 12.5

respondents were not suffering from domestic violence. Those who were suffered

from domestic violence, they cannot protest against their dominator who made them

victim. In the research areas, people thought that men and women are the two wheels

of the same cart. If women lie in the back position, that affect the male’s progress.
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Sociallyneglected, economically deprived and psychologically traumatized, the

condition of more than 6000 young widows, who have lost their husbands in the last

eight years of conflict, is heart-rending (WHR, 2010). Overburdened and helpless,

these young widows are faced with extreme circumstances. Again itcited that due

toearly marriage practices; most of the widows already have a couple of children who

are at the age of school going. The mother who is young has little choice as her

decision can change the fate of small innocent child.

It shows that many single women are known about domestic violence against

women. They have seen violence act in their friends and neighbors. Because Nepali

society is still based on the traditional thinking practices and regulations. Mostly in

villages, these thought practices and regulations were made by male members (Ahuja,

1996). Such patriarchal mindset has always dominated the female. For example,

women are always in chain. They are never free. When she is child, father controls

her. Then in adult age, after marriage husband controls her. After the death of

husband, son controls her. So women are never free. Through the cause of orthodox

tradition the female are still the victim of social and cultural institutions.

Katuwal (2014) shows that in his study of domestic violence against Badi women, in

his study, women were physically attacked during the alcohol consuming, however,

Badi community represents women praiseworthy society.

Through the research data, it was found that out 87.50 percent of the respondents

suffered the domestic violence. Those who suffered from violence didn't have power

to speak against the oppressors. Generally, females are dominated by males. But in

some cases females are dominated by females. In many families, there is no good

relation between mother-in-law and daughter-in-law. By the causes of conflict, many

good families were destroyed. So, female also needed to feel the female problem.

Then, violence ratio may be decreased.

Regarding to male dominations Kate(1969) writes that patriarchy is the social system

where male dominates women as second class citizen. She further states ‘Patriarchy’

is the main obstacle for women domination, subordination and subjugation. Because

patriarchal social norms are male supportive. Death is inevitable, however, society
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constructs dichotomy dividing gender relation and roles. Due to patriarchal social

norms, male dominates female because gets motivation from that system. Domestic

violence also occurs due to patriarchy.

4.4 Major causes and consequences of Domestic Violence

Regarding the violence majority of the respondents accept they are suffering from

various types of violence. According to their vieweconomic disempowerment is the

major cause of violence. Also less access to education, traditional socio-

culturalpractices, gender discrimination prone to violence.

4.5 Economic status of single women

On asking about present respondent’s economic condition, 71 respondents said they

were able to survive in average condition getting access to primary food, cloth,

simple education and health check-up while as 15 respondents said they were unable

to survive in average conditions. Likewise 15 respondents said that they had very

good conditions with regards to primary needs and 4 respondents said of having no

property at all ( Field survey: 2019).

According to the answer provided by the respondents their widowhood at present was

also changing in comparison to that of the period at death. The number of respondents

who had no property had been decreased resulting in increase in the number of

respondents of having very good condition and poor.

The remarkable change was that the economic condition of respondents at present had

been found to be very well being due to their involvement in different organizations

and women groups. And another important cause was the present condition had made

them to be decisive and confident in choosing profession for the betterment of

children
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Table 4 present economic conditions of single women

Condition Respondents Percent

No property 2 5

Enough 1 2.5

Average (those who can efficiently run their family) 20 50

Poor (having own property but below the average) 17 42.5

Total 40 100

(Source: field survey 2019)

On asking about present respondent’s economic condition, 50 percent respondents

said they were able to survive in average condition getting access to primary food,

cloth, simple education and health check-up while as 42.5 respondents said they were

unable to survive in average conditions. Likewise, 2.5 respondents said that they had

enough (very good conditions) with regards to primary needs and five percent

respondents said of having no property at all.

According to the answer provided by the respondents their widowhood at present was

also changing in comparison to that of the period at death of her husband. The

number of respondents who had no property was larger.  Those who were poor were

more suffered from  social avoidance.

How widow was treated after the death of husband was critical.  Most of the single

women suffered from different types of cheating behavior of during the property

separation.

In fact, social inclusion is a multi-dimensional concept, involving economic, social,

political, and cultural aspects of disadvantage and deprivation. Therefore, social

inclusion can be defined as a process of promoting equitable access to both economic

and social benefits of development without any discrimination of caste, descent,

gender, religion, ethnicity, nationality, sexual orientation, opinion or other

characteristics. It is often defined as socio-economic and political empowerment of
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the particular groups who have been victimized by the stark discrimination,

segregation and exclusion. For ensuring social inclusion we should really enhance the

access of all people to economic and social opportunities, assets, resources; voice;

knowledge; skills; and last but not least- information.

4.5.1 Property and single women

How widow was treated after the death of husband was critical.  Most of the

respondents suffered from different types of cheating behavior of during the property

separation.

In fact, social inclusion is a multi-dimensional concept, involving economic, social,

political, and cultural aspects of disadvantage and deprivation. Therefore, social

inclusion can be defined as a process of promoting equitable access to both economic

and social benefits of development without any discrimination of caste, descent,

gender, religion, ethnicity, nationality, sexual orientation, opinion or other

characteristics. It is often defined as socio-economic and political empowerment of

the particular groups who have been victimized by the stark discrimination,

segregation and exclusion. For ensuring social inclusion we should really enhance the

access of all people to economic and social opportunities, assets, resources; voice;

knowledge; skills; and last but not least- information.

Depending on the context and time, social inclusion has been used as a “buzzword”

by the state authorities, political parties and many organizations. While talking about

inclusion, we should also define exclusion. Exclusion is a barrier in mainstreaming.

Social exclusion refers to a process through which individuals or groups are wholly or

partially deprived of full participation in the society in which they live; they are

closed out from participation in the society, as a consequence of low income and

constricted access to employment, social benefits and services.
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Table 5 Behavior of family member during property (land, house) distribution

Behavior No of Respondents percent

Cheating 18 45

Try to cheat 11 27.5

No property given 4 10

Helpful 7 17.5

Total 40 100

(Source: field survey 2019)

Upon asking the respondents about the reaction of family members to them during

property separation, 17.5 percent respondents said they got their share naturally and

10 percent could not get their property. Likewise, 45 percent were engulfed in the

situation of cheating and out of which were cheated and given less property than they

should get. 17.5 respondents got help from family members during separation.

Similarly, HDR (2004) study also shows women have only limited access to

resources and only limited control over those they can access. Of the total

landholdings, females own only 8.1% and the average size of their land is just two-

thirds that of an average male holding. Only 4% of the households have female

ownership of both house and land. Moreover talking about single women, their

situation in our society is generally pathetic and miserable. Women who got no

support of any kind from the male counterparts in their families are called single

women. Single women may be a widow, divorce, separated or an unmarried woman

over 35 years.
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Table 6 Occupationof Single Women

Occupation Number of respondents Percent

Government job 1 2.5

Private sector 4 10

skilled labor 6 15

Daily wage 20 50

HH work 9 22.5

(Source: field survey 2019)

The table 8 shows that only two percent have access to government job. And half of

the single women are involved in daily wage labor which is not sound profession

economically. Only six percent reported that they worked as skilled labor.  And nine

percent work as household work.

4.6.1 Case Studies and key informant's views

Case study 1

Ramila (Name changed) age, 32,

She got married when she was 14 years old. Now, she has three children butthey do

not go to school. She sometimes works as a labor.  It’s not easy to find work for

women in village and if she gets, she gets unequal pay.  Her husband died in 2060

BS. Now, she is getting different types of problems. Her fathers in law and mothers in

law scold her as widow and always blame that she brought bad omen thus, and killed

her husband. Thus,she thinks now anatomy is destiny. She didn’t kill her husband,

however, she was always blamed that she was the cause of her husband’s death. Her

life is critical. Her own family members also neglect and accuse her. Neighbors also

did same and if she appeared in public function it is shameful for her. Due to

superstitions and conservative social system, women are victimized; among them
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single women are double burden. I think to be women is the sin because if, wife dies,

husbands gets another partner, however, if husbands dies, women have to follow

social rules. According to her, to be women is sin because our social system and

patriarchal social norms are male supportive and there are separatebehavior for male

and female. Due to different rule for male and female, women are suffering from

oppression, suppression and hatred. That is whyRamila laments regarding her own

birth. She mentioned that if I were a male, I would have earned money to bear

children need. I worked but there is unequal pay for women and men. We work much

more than male, however, we get less amount than male counterpart. Patriarchal

social system inhibits women to work freely. Ramila is only arepresentative of the

single women. There are lots of women are suffering from social system and

victimized. Until and unless, the social system treats fair for women and men,the

suffering of women wouldn't come to anend. Single women are victim of the victims

because women are treated as second class citizen and single women again taken as

second class of women because of their social status.

Case Study 2

Ranju Nepali  34 (Name changed)

She has three sons and one daughter. Her husband died five years ago. During the

property separation, her family cheated her and most of the properties were hidden

and she got only one third. When she raised her voice against the family.She was

blamed that she had an affair with neighbor. However, she was innocent but family

member always used to seek the way to cheatherShe started crying while being asked

bouther husband’s death. I paused a moment, and she after 3 minutes she started

saying that when her husband was with heart that time her days were better. Theycan

afford their family easily. All family were lovely, however, after the death of her

husband all member accused her as allachhina, poetokuwa. After herhusband's death

the bad day started. One side, sheisunable to afford economic activities and another,

hersocial and family status is critical. Death is natural phenomenon and inevitable it

cannot bestopped or delayed.  Due to husband's death Ranju got problems one hand,

she lost the person who was breadwinner of the family and on the other hand, the
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property which was her right to inherit,she got cheated due to absence of her husband.

She sometimes felt apathy because as women, how theyhave to face problems in

herfamily, in society and in community. Ranju told that she was respected when she

was with her husband and nobody raised question regarding her character, however,

now if anybody helps her also gets trouble due to her inferior status in family.  She

promised that she did not have any affair with another man. But the society creates

havoc and gossip due to her inferior status. Sheargues the she was strong because of

her husband and when she is single she is week.No, because she is same person after

and before the death of her husband but the status given to male and female is

different that is why she is now inferior and helpless. In my experience, doing

research in single women is quite difficult sometimes I was speechless and got tear in

my eyes. I could not bear her suffering and feelings thus first day I stopped and return

to home and another day I continued to ask question and gather information. In

conclusion, I argue that all the sufferings are rooted in the patriarchal social system.

Women are taken as inferior and among them single women (widow) are taken

inferior of inferiors. All the root cause of the women suffering and lower status is due

to patriarchy. Until and unless the patriarchy collapse and equality establishes, the

women suffering continues for good.

Most of the single women (widow) I rarely used the term widow because it is really

difficult to pronounce. It seems dominated word and often as curse because to be

widow means done something wrong in past birth. Sometimes single women stop

talking and start crying because it really hurts their heart. They feel double problem.

One is they have lost their life partner and another is their social status is low. All the

problems occur due to patriarchy. Patriarchy is deep rooted in that society where

other system are prevailing such as gender, cast, and religion. Due to patriarchal

social norms, still single women are prone to social status. As per their status, they are

prone to get violence and harassment.  First of all, our society is deep rooted in male

supremacy. Due to that male supremacy, single women are devaluated and women’s

identity taken as relation with male.

4.7. Key informant’s views on situation of single women
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Mostly, the single women are treated as inferior and inauspicious, however, practice

and behavior are different according to caste, ethnic orientation and so many more.

As per Brahmin community, there is strict rule for the widow; however, in Dalit

community it is preferable for remarriage or widow marriage. Long ago there was a

practice of BhaujuBibaha(Brothers widow marriage) which at least provides some

help and cooperation for widow. But now it's been taken as bad system and started

hatred and lower position and devalued. Our society creates different role and

different position for different people. Widow are devalued because of they are not

dominant because of the position of their in society. Those who are in good condition

in economic status are valued at least in economic condition. The system here is to

provide oppression, suppression, domestic violence because there is not any

supportive role of any person for the widow. Our system is victim blame there is

saying johochouskomukhmaghocho (the person who is helpless has to bear more

sorrow) that is why widow are dominated.

Per key informants regarding to violence of widow is still existing in their village.

And the cause of hiding violent act or not reporting are patriarchal norms and values,

culture of maintaining silence, poverty, ignorance, lack of access on education,

awareness, dependency, family pressure and so on.
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CHAPTER FIVE

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

This study was conducted atBhimdatta municipality ward no. 17 and 18 of

KanchanpurDistrict. The main thrust of this study is to identify the real situation and

social, economic status of single women.

5.1 Summary

Due to evil social norms, values, superstition and customs, single women’s

lives are directed towards as second citizens. But except these, there is no any other

specific reasonable logic. Mainly women are only limited in inside household work

like cooking, washing, cutting grass, take caring the children etc. They do not have

any opportunities for involving in income generating work and outside work. Due to

this, there is not access of women on various services like health, education etc. That

makes them to be far from the track of mainstream of development.

This study has analyzed social status and economic condition of single women of

Bhimdatta of Kanchanpur.Descriptive type of research design with qualitative and

quantitative data information was used for this study. For the quantitative data 40

single women were interviewed through semi structured questionnaire. Qualitative

information was gathered from observation and case studies were taken.

Most of the single women were suffered from domestic violence due to their social

status. Majority of single women were aware and they have knowledge although they

have not formal education. Many factors play vital role for domestic violence against

single women among them economic dependency was the major factor. If single

women earns, then their status automatically become high in their family. The

findings of the research are summarized below.

It was found that 92.5 percent respondents belong to above 20 years age group

where 7.5 percent under 20 years age group. It shows that majority of respondents 75

percent reported that major cause was dowry related factor and 25 percent

respondents on unequal pay. Suffering from domestic violence were 87.5 percent

where is not suffering were
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Majority of the respondents put their view on alcoholism was the main cause for

violence against single women. The 42 percent single women were poor and only 50

percent single women reported that they were average condition. Mostly single

women were suffered from cheating problem of family member while property

separation. The 45 percent single women reported that they were cheated by the

family members during the property separation.   Main insight of this study was the

economic condition of the people plays vital role in social status. Single women were

maltreated, dominated and suffered from domestic violence.

5.2 Conclusions

This study clearly shows that the situation of single women is critical. Due

their low social status they were suffered fromdomesticviolence. Single women's

issue is one of the most neglected issues in Nepal. Basically a woman's life is viewed

as no specific and individual value without her husband. Additionally, the single

women are doubly discriminated against as women and as being single.

Living in trauma, social discrimination and economically deprived conditions, the

widows have to live in isolation. According to Nepalese social and cultural practice, a

widow has to learn a way of life, which is completely different than that of others.

The single women have been looked down upon, trapped within a cultural and

religious framework. The death of the husband was the start of woman's problem; it

was harsher if the woman is young enough. A young single woman is often viewed as

an adversary and the family often taunts her as being responsible for her son's death.

Their own parents try to provide emotional support and prefer her to stay in her

marital home rather than come back to them. One of the biggest traumas that the

single woman faces after the death of their husband is the whole questions of support

of shelter.

Death is a natural law. Having to live a life without life partner, bitter feeling and

loneliness occupies in the mind of a widow. Our society labels the widow as “Poi

Tokuwa, Boksi and Radietc” instead of solacing her heart in the difficult situation.

This harasses her self-confidence. She is forbidden to even touch the bangles and red

clothes which she has been wearing since her childhood. Moreover, the early
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marriage system still prevails in many parts of Nepal. Girls are married off before

they have the opportunity to stand on their own feet. If their husbands meet untimely

deaths, there comes the question of survival.

Most of the single women were suffered from domestic violence due to their social

status. It can be concluded that due to their social status they are suffered from

domestic violence. Many factors play vital role for domestic violence against single

women among them economic dependency was the major factor. The finding of the

research shows that majority of the respondents suffering from domestic violence

were 87.5 which shows that the single women are suffering from domestic violence.

The role of widows was found to be stereotypical that confined them to the

household. Most of them were confined to self-employed, unpaid and low-wage

informal sector activities. Widows doing daily wage had been found to be paid

discriminatory wages in comparison to their male counterparts. They had only limited

access to resources and control over those resources is far less than access to them.

All these limitations, along with household confinement and low educational

attainment, restrict their empowerment.

The government of Nepal has ratified many international conventions to guarantee

the basis of human rights addressing gender equality. It has provided constitutional

and legal provisions as well as programs on violence against women. But, violation of

women's right is pervasive phenomena and widow are still suffering from it in my

study areas.

In conclusion, single women in my study are in lower social status, victim ofdomestic

violence, economically deprived and their property right was mostly cheated by the

family members. Due to patriarchal social norms single women are in multiple

jeopardy as not only women, but alsoas single women.
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Annexes

Background information

Name -----------------------------------

Age -------- Place of birth ----------------------- Present Address ----------------

Family member…… Occupation: ---------------------

Ethnicity ---------------------- Religion ----------------------

Education ---------------------- Husband’s education---------------------

Annex 1

Checklist of the participants

1. Land

2. Job

3. Income

4. Expenditure

5. Business

Annex 2

Interview schedule

1) Could you tell me about your background?............................

2) Can you tell me your belief about status of single in society?..........

3) How are you managing your household?..........

4) Since how long you are heading your household?.......

5) Is legal provision enough for women empowerment?.............

6) Are you suffering from domestic violence

a) Yes       b) No

7) If yes how………………….

8) In your opinion, what types of activities are domestic violence?

a) Physical attack (beating, battering)  b) Verbal assault

c)force to pregnancy d) Misbehave to pregnancy

e) Sexual harassment (absence calling, unwanted touching)

f) Other..
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9) How do you feel in society to be single?.......

10) What do you think, that from where power comes?..........................

11) Which is the source of power?.........................................

12) What is your opinion on the reproduction?

13) Should it count that reproduction also a production?.............................

14) What do you believe that male domination? Equality? Or female dominant should

be?.....

15) Do you think that women are weak? Comparing to male?.........

16) Should patriarchy destroyed or reform?................

17) What are the major causes of domestic violence?

a) Lack of education  b) Failure of legal system

b) Economic dependency d) alcoholism

18) What is your economic status?

a) No property  b) sufficient    c) average

d) Poor

19) What behavior showed your family head during the property separation?

a) Cheating b) try to cheat     c) no property given    d) helpful

Checklist

1. Behaviors

2. Work

3. Discrimination

5. Equal behavior

6. Way of doing

7. Practice

8. Activities

Annex 3

Interview list for key person

1) How widow are perceived in society?

2) What is the role of widow in community?

3) How widow playing the change role to empower themselves and society?

4) How widows are taken in society?

5) How patriarchal social norms are affecting the status of widow?
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Additional checklist

1) Perception of different religion upon the widow

2) Role of different society upon the widow

3) Daily undergoing practices about the widow and within different cast and ethnicity

4) Undergoing practices

5)  Are there differences or gap between different religious norms and its practices?

6) Forms of violence

7) History of the widow

8) Different behavior in different time towards the widow

9) Linkage between socio-cultural norms and widow practice.

10) How could be minimize in society such type of practices, if it is wrong practice. .

11) Trust by community and individual regarding the economic activities of widow.

12) Barriers to develop the social and economic condition of widow


